Learning Technology Plan Expectations and Commitments
Definitions:
“We” refers to St. Vrain Valley Schools, the school district, and/or the school.
“You” refers to the student and/or the student’s parent or guardian.
SVVS Commitments: SVVS commits to providing support, resources, information, and updates
about the program through the district’s LTP website and the school’s designated support
person. We will provide a copy of all required apps and content at no cost to the student. We will
set up restrictions on the student’s iPad to limit access to certain apps and content. (More
information about the default restrictions can be found on the LTP website.) The school may
also set up additional restrictions as needed to assist in managing student use.
Ownership: The iPad and accessories are and remain the property of SVVS and this
agreement is in alignment with Board policies JQ-R and JS (http://bit.ly/PolicyJ). If you transfer
to another school or leave the district, you are expected to return the iPad, case, and charger in
good condition.
Loss: If the device is lost or stolen, you are expected to let the school know immediately and to
provide information to help recover the device if possible.
Repair and Replacement: You are responsible for the care of the iPad and accessories. If they
are broken or lost, you must report it to the school and you may be responsible for the cost of
repair or replacement. Because SVVS is the sole owner of the iPad, repairs can only be
facilitated through district processes. If you opt into the Insurance program and accidentally
damage the iPad, SVVS will provide a replacement as quickly as possible at no charge for a
first incident. If you choose not to opt into the Insurance program, SVVS will communicate a
repair cost to you and provide a replacement.
Protective Case: You are expected to keep the iPad in the provided case at all times.
Cables: SVVS will provide your student with a new Lightning cable upon enrollment. If this
cable is lost or damaged, you are responsible for replacing it. Insurance may help with this cost.
Privacy: Because this iPad belongs to SVVS, we have the right to review the content at any
time per Board Policy JS. Parents and guardians have the right to monitor their student’s use of
the device and know their passwords. The school can assist or information can be found on the
LTP website. Students are expected to respect the privacy of others and not record, photograph,
or share personal information of others without their permission.
Filtering: SVVS filters inappropriate Internet content on student iPads both on and off the SVVS
network. You are encouraged to set boundaries, safeguards, and expectations for technology

use at home that align with your family values. Information on restrictions, family limits, and
filtering can be found on the LTP website.
Restrictions, Policies, and Rules: You have the right and the ability to set up additional
restrictions on your student’s iPad beyond what is set by the district. Information on how to do
this can be found on the LTP website. Students are expected to abide by the SVVS Responsible
Use Policy JS and any rules set by the school, teacher, or parent while using the iPad.
Learning Tool: The iPad provided to students is intended to be a tool for learning. While you
should ensure that it is accessible for school work at home, you are encouraged to set healthy
limits for home use. You have the right and the ability to use the iPad to extend your family’s
learning. You are encouraged to use the iPad to support your family’s learning beyond what is
expected by the school. You may install additional apps and content on the iPad for your
family’s use provided it does not violate the district’s Responsible Use Policy (JS,
http://bit.ly/PolicyJ ) and does not interfere with student learning.
Insurance: You have been provided information about the iPad Damage Insurance program, an
optional annual fee designed to help offset the costs to families of a lost or damaged iPad. If you
choose to participate in the program, please look for the insurance fee to appear in RevTrak
during the open enrollment period during the first couple of weeks of school. Or, contact the
school directly to ask about enrolling in the insurance program.
Participation (check one box):
▢ You elect to receive an iPad through the Learning Technology Program. You understand the
iPad belongs to the school district and is provided for your use to support your learning. You
have been provided information about the iPad Insurance Program. You have read and agree to
abide by these Expectations and Commitments.
▢ You elect to BYOD (Bring Your Own Device, an iPad capable of running a current version of
iPad OS). You understand you are responsible for all repairs and maintenance, including theft,
damage and loss. You have read and agree to abide by these Expectations and Commitments.
Feedback: We welcome your feedback and input about the Learning Technology Plan at
http://bit.ly/ltpfeedback.

